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About This Game

Play as the King in a light-hearted third person action game, who is on a mission to save his kingdom from the Doombringer and
his minions.

With the help of your allies, journey through four unique biomes to rid your kingdom of those who wish to destroy it. Use huge
a variety of weapons and hack and slash your way to victory to save your subjects.
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save the kingdom to win the throne. save the kingdom review. save the kingdom game. save the kingdom. save the kingdom
steam. save the kingdom gameplay

It is an exciting and fascinating story that's waiting for you right here! The whole Heroes Rise trilogy is definitely worth reading
AND playing - yeah, despite of being a text novel this is still a game, and quite a re-playable one.

1. Convincing characters cause empathy. You will love them, you will hate them.
2. You'll face a thrilling plot and experience well executed storytelling.
3. You choices are not just nominal here: you become a real co-author, a co-creator of the narrative fabric.

If your imagination is developed well enough to perceive the text, be sure to pay attention to this creation.

Resume: it is definitely worthy of purchase!. Sometimes RNG can really screw you over, but that's true of any board game. If
you have a passing interest in the Horus Heresy this will scratch your itch. It has lots of lore crunch in it. Unfortunately the
roster, while numerous, is missing quite a few Primarchs that I don't think will ever be added. The Khan, The Lion,
Alpharius\/Omegon are missing. There are no White Scars people in it from what I could tell but there are a couple of Dark
Angels and Alpha Legion characters in it, so at least there's that. If you're into talisman\/traiditonal board games and 30k this is
a must buy for sure. Hopeful for one last DLC pack to fill out the Primarch roster.. great buses not slow and sluggish like other
buses def worth buying. Highly recommended. It really is "just" an animated movie, but the crew understand how to use the
potential of VR. It is a bit hard to explain, without giving too much away, but this goes sooo much further than most (all) of the
other VR shorts I have seen so far (most Oculus Studio ones, Invasion and the google studio ones) in making use of the 360
degrees room to tell a story.

at 5$ it is really a no-brainer.. A major nostalgia trip. The Cultures series is one of my absolute favorites and I still hold out hope
for another; a modern game. Nothing has really changed about the game except the resolutions supported, and maybe the music
quality, but I'm not sure about that one. I've sought games similar to Cultures and have never found anything that I have felt
quite the same about. It is a great series, pure and simple.

My only real disappointment is that FUNimation has STILL not publicly released the REAL scenario editor. The one that comes
with the game is extremely limited in function and has always been that way. I really don't know the reason why some people are
allowed to have it and the rest get the dumbed-down version. It's been over a decade since this game was released! Why don't we
get to breathe new life into it?

Cultures will remain an important part of my gaming history; it is the series that piqued my interest in RTS\/Strategy\/Economic
games. Managing my economy and trade were my favorite activities, and are important functions that I look for now.

This game is worth far more to me than $5, and I'm really grateful that 2 of the games landed here on Steam.. Love it, really
handy for playing games on your tv.
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Seriously funny game! Play this with 3 mates and you'll have a great time!. Bought it on 50% sale.

Doggo mount is really cute and well made. You also got 5 legendary set chests which gives you randomly selected unowned
legendary costume. 3500 gems you can either save for later (for event chests as example) or buy 7 more legendary chest.

In my opinion this is really worth it if you enjoy this game and dont mind to throw so money to cosmetics. If you try to get
specific legendary outfit use tokens instead.

I bought it mainly for doggo and everything else was extra.. At this point I am half way through the game, but I wanted to write
a review while the game was still fresh in my mind. First off, this is a long game for VR which is almost unheard of. This will
easily take me 7-8 hours to beat compared to a lot of VR games that can be beat in 1 hour. This is primarily a platforming game
with a dash of RPG elements. A platforming game in VR does sound odd, but it is executed very well. There is also some
combat and puzzles sprinkled in to give it some good variety. I would recommend sitting in something like a computer chair so
you can swivel while playing instead of standing. This is what I have found works best for me. I have not really played a game
like this in VR before and I cannot recommend it enough. At the current sale price of $8 it is an amazing value too.. This game
was very enjoyable when people actually played it, unfortunately It's dead now. The game itself is very good, but DOSBox, oh
DOSBox can die in Hell.
Get NBlood or BloodGDX if you wanna play this game, or just get Fresh Supply. That works too.

The Good:
-The atmosphere is flawless, if you like grotesque humor
-The gore effects are amazing for 1997
-The levels are unique in many ways, be it tone, style, or gameplay
-Caleb is amazing to play as, making constant references and being funny when the game needs it
-MOVEMENT, good God the movement, for anyone who has played Shadow Warrior Classic or Duke Nukem 3D, you'll love it
-The difficulty, is very fitting -I love the names they gave the levels- Still Kicking being the easiest mode and Extra Crispy being
the hardest

The Neutral:
-The level design is a bit screwy sometimes, i.e. The Napalm Launcher in level one, but that's a secret

Overall, not much bad about this game. Well worth the $5.
NOTE: The reason why I don't have much time the game is because I use BloodGDX.. Love Nancy Drew games but this one
was disappointing. The animation was terrible and I finished it in a few hours. Deep Down Inside.
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